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and on these terms, Austria restoring Glatz,
and Prussia evacuating Saxony, a treaty of peace was
signed at the Saxon castle of Hubertsburg on February 5,
1763.
Looked at from a military point of view, the Seven
Years' War was a drawn battle as far as Austria and
Prussia were concerned, that is to say, neither Results of
of them gained or lost an inch of territory. thew?-rfor
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Morally it was a great triumph for Frederick. Prussia.
Austria had formed a vast coalition for the purpose of
destroying Prussia, and she had signally failed. Against
overwhelming odds Frederick had maintained the posi-
tion he had conquered for himself in the Silesian wars,
and by the splendour of his achievements had drawn
upon himself the admiring attention of Germany, and
inspired it with a longing for national existence. The
result of the war was the overthrow of Austrian supremacy,
and the establishment of Austria and Prussia as equal
powers, the £ Dualism/ as Germans called it, which
ended a hundred years afterwards in the exclusion of
Austria from Germany,
The  war greatly increased the maritime and colo-
nial power of England.    Under the protec-
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tion of a navy which had cleared the seas the war for
of hostile fleets, her commerce was largely ex- Ensland-
tended in all quarters, and it was during this period that
she began to assert the right of capturing an enemy's
goods in neutral ships, which formed the basis of her
Maritime Code. Territorially also her gains were im-
mense. Not only was North America secured to her
by the peace, but by the events of the war a vast field
for English enterprise was opened up in India. The
French settlements there were indeed all restored, but
it was impossible to replace them in the position they
had occupied before the war. The prestige of Pondi-,

